In elementary plane geometry there is a very well known theorem attributed to Wallace (1806) Thus from six lines we get six Miquel circles by leaving out each line in turn: these six circles pass through a point, say the Clifford point of the six lines. Then from seven lines we get seven Clifford points: these lie on a circle, say the Clifford circle of the seven lines. Next, the eight Clifford circles of eight lines pass through a point; at the next step nine such points lie on a circle; and so on similarly as long as we please.
In elementary plane geometry there is a very well known theorem attributed to Wallace (1806) which runs:
Theorem I. If four lines are given in a plane, the circumscribing circles of the triangles which they form three by three are concurrent.
Call the point of concurrence the Wallace point of the four lines. If now five lines are taken, we get five Wallace points by leaving out each line in turn. Miquel's Theorem is that these five Wallace points lie on a circle, say the Miguel circle of the five lines. It was shown by Clifford (1870) that these results can be extended indefinitely. Thus from six lines we get six Miquel circles by leaving out each line in turn: these six circles pass through a point, say the Clifford point of the six lines. Then from seven lines we get seven Clifford points: these lie on a circle, say the Clifford circle of the seven lines. Next, the eight Clifford circles of eight lines pass through a point; at the next step nine such points lie on a circle; and so on similarly as long as we please.
The question suggests itself: what are the corresponding theorems on a sphere, when instead of straight lines we take great circles, or more generally, circles whose planes are concurrent ? To answer this question is the object of the present note. The theorems given are not really new, 1 though possibly they may be a little difficult to recognize in the forms in which they are now stated.
In the first place, by a simple inversion from a centre either in the given plane or outside it, we can transform the straight lines from which we started into circles through a point. This generalization is trivial, but it suggests another which is more far-reaching. To obtain it, note that Wallace's theorem, when transferred to a sphere, may be stated in the form: A little consideration suggests that the sphere has little to do with it, and that the following statement, in terms of points and planes, may be correct:
B, C, A', B', C are six points in space, and if the planes ABC, AB' C, A' BC, A' B'C, meet in a point (D), then the planes A' B' C, A' BC, AB' C, ABC also meet in a point (D 1
). This is actually a true theorem, first published by Moebius (1828). It is closely allied to the theorem of Pappus (Pascal's theorem for a conic which has degenerated into two straight lines), and to the projective theory of involution of points on a line.
Theorem III may be deduced 1 in a moment from the well known result that the sides and diagonals of a complete quadrangle are cut in involution by any transversal.
Otherwise, we may use the theorem that a quadric surface through seven of the eight common points of three quadrics goes through the eighth also. Note that the method of the latter proof shows that if the seven points other than D' lie on a quadric, then D' also lies on the quadric; which in effect is Wallace's Theorem.
The two tetrads of points A, B, C, D' and A', B', C, D are called Moebius tetrads by Professor Baker. Veblen and Young
2 call them Moebius tetrahedra. The figure has the property that the plane through any three points of either tetrad passes through a point of the other tetrad.
Ill
Having got our theorem in terms of planes and points, we may now start over again with six points A, B, C, A', B' , C lying on a sphere, and such that the planes ABC, AB'C, A' BC, A' B' C meet in a point, but we suppose now that the point does not lie on the sphere. Then, to get back to circles, we take the sections of the sphere by the various planes. We therefore have:
Theorem . Now, when the plane of a circle on a sphere passes through a fixed point, the circle is orthogonal to a fixed (real or imaginary) circle, viz. to the section of the sphere by the polar plane of the fixed point. In fact circles on a sphere are orthogonal when their planes are conjugate with respect to the sphere.
Our generalization (IV) of Wallace's Theorem may therefore be stated in a form which applies to circles on a sphere and in a plane alike:
Theorem V. If A, B, C, A', B', C are six points in a plane or on a sphere, and if the circles ABC, AB' C, A' BC, A' B' C are orthogonal to a circle, then the circles A'B'C, A'BC, AB'C, ABC are also orthogonal to a circle.
More generally still, we may take all eight points A, B, . . . of the two Moebius tetrads to be outside the sphere, and state Theorem III in terms of the sections a, b, . . . of the sphere by the polar planes of the points:
Theorem VI. If a, b, c, a', b', c' are six circles on a sphere or in a plane, and if the four orthogonal circles of the respective triads a be, ab 'c', a'be', a'b'c 
are orthogonal to a circle, then the four orthogonal circles of the respective triads a' b' c', a' be, ab' c, a be' are also orthogonal to a circle.
This may also be stated in the form: Theorem VII. If a, b, c, d, a', b', c', d' are 
eight circles on a sphere or in a plane, and if each of the seven tetrads of circles ab' c' d a'b c d' a' b c' d a V c d' a'b'c d a b c'd' abed is orthogonal to a circle, then the tetrad a' b' c' d' is also orthogonal toa circle, or, in other words, the circles a' V c' d' are coorthogonal.

IV
We can now prove the extension of the Clifford chain. The method of proof is practically identical with that given by Coolidge 1 for the Clifford theorem, and by Baker 2 for the corresponding theorem in terms of planes and points. If we wish to avoid imaginaries, we may do so by replacing "circle" throughout by "plane," and "orthogonal" by "conjugate," i.e. "conjugate with respect to the fixed sphere."
We start from a basic circle Q on the sphere. Take any number of circles all orthogonal to Q; denote these by single symbols 1, 2, 3, . . . . Take next any circles orthogonal to pairs of these; denote the chosen circle orthogonal to 1 and 2 by 12; and so on. Then there is one circle orthogonal to the three of this last set whose names involve three symbols only; we denote the circle orthogonal to 12, 13, 23 by 123; and so on. Next we have four circles of this new set involving only four symbols, e.g. 234, 134, 124, 123 involving the symbols 1, 2, 3, 4. In Theorem VII take 1 for a, 234 for a', etc., as in the scheme: Hence, by Theorem VII, a', b', c', d', i.e . the four circles 234, 134, 124, 123 are orthogonal to a circle, which we call 1234.
Next, we take five circles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; and we show that the five circles derived from these as above, viz. 2345, 1345, 1245, 1235, 1234, are coorthogonal. We prove this by showing that any four of them are coorthogonal; say the four involving the symbol 5. The proof is exactly that just given, except that we replace O by 5, and adjoin the symbol 5 to every one of the combinations of symbols used above; i.e. for a, b t c, d we take 15, 25, 35. 45, and fora', b', c', d' we take 2345, 1345, 1245, 1235; so that a, b', c,' d are now orthogonal to 145, and so on. We have therefore a circle orthogonal to 2345, 1345, 1245, 1235, 1234 ; this we denote by 12345.
At the next step we adjoin a new symbol 6, in addition to the 5 already adjoined, and use the same proof as before. The chain can in this way be extended without limit: 
